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CERBERUS MOBILE MALWARE 
INTRODUCTION 

Mobile malware has heavily increased and evolved over past years, turning into one of the 

biggest global cyber threats known today. Due to the key part our smartphones play in our 

day to day lives, the implications of infiltrating them can be disastrous.   

Over the past year, RSA® FraudAction™ has handled on average 1,000 suspicious samples per 

day, and in the following report offers an in-depth analysis of the Cerberus Mobile Malware, 

widely used to target Android-based smartphones. 

Cerberus is a commercial malware which first appeared in mid-2019 and offers a unique 

Malware-as-a-Service model offering its customers ongoing support and updates.  

It hides in seemingly legitimate mobile applications, and people unwittingly download it from 

reliable app stores. The sample brought herein, was disguised as an Adobe Flash Player 

application however more recent versions prey on COVID-19-themed mobile apps, in order to 

capture a wider audience.  

This report sheds light on the features, functionalities and evolvement of Cerberus and 

illustrates the ongoing use of social media by cybercriminals to promote their business. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

For the full report please refer to FAS.Customer.Ops@rsa.com and a FraudAction 

representative will reach out to you.
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Figure 1: Cerberus 

group's Twitter account 
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